ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Data represents information in the form of facts or entity instances. Data is part of miniworld(M) or Universe of Discourse(UoD) [1] . Maintaining of quality in large datasets is an issue because of many reasons. Missing values appear frequently in real world and business related databases like companies, governments and academia for many different reasons [2] [3][4] [5] . Poor data quality is an issue and dealing with it is a challenge.
Joe F. Hair JrKennesaw stated that traditional researchers criticize data mining and predictive analytics as unscientific because the techniques are data driven instead of theory driven. But looking beyond these issues most researchers agree that data mining and predictive analytics have many advantages. Among the most important advantages is the tools identify relationships that would remain hidden, and decision-making is therefore more informed and better. The reason for improved decision-making is more complete understanding of the data and its underlying patterns, and more accurate predictions. As a result decisions are more consistent and thus more accurate. When researchers and managers increase the accuracy of their decision-making the outcome is increased customer satisfaction and retention for the organization, and therefore lower costs and higher profits [6] .
Business competition demands quick and rational analysis done on certain specific views of the data. The gaps between application software and modern storage gadgets with strong retrieval systems, for making effective interpretation demands force us to invent short methods even if a little of brute force is used -the effectiveness lies in minimizing the multiple scans of the same data. Relative quantification of decision parameters speeds up decision-making. Quantifiable business benefits have been proven through the integration of data mining with current information systems, and new products are on the horizon that will bring this integration to an even wider audience of users [7] .
As such there is a need to devise simple procedures to form part of a larger decision making tool. A particular analysis on publicly available database to determine how to select the best player, for example, in telecom sector is expected to give boost to build small and simple tools in this direction. Motivation for making the present case study is from the data on Indian telecom operators'[8] facts pertaining to multiple quarters with different performance indicators. Single quarter analysis is avoided because there is a statistical likelihood of influence of natural or other calamities that may hamper availability of correct data components at times. Hence, a periodic set of data spread over a year with four quarters is considered and a variable decision parameter value to interpret the potential outcomes of study is analyzed.
MATHEMATICAL BACKGROUND
When real world data sets are studied, it is observed that a few components' values do miss in the tuples sometimes. The missing can be at any locations in an n-tuple. Similarly, a few n-tuples might miss from getting recorded properly. There are many statistical procedures to predict the missing values. Extensive research took place on this type of issues ( [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] etc). However, employing such techniques [13] in an interactive mode is prohibitively time consuming and will over run the time available for decision-making. Hence, it is tried to fill the missing values in a scenario based quick decision mode using elementary concepts paving way for Relative Parameter Quantification [14] .
Berger [1985] stated that Decision problems present a difficulty in determining the best decision because an action that is best under one state of nature is not necessarily the best under the other states of nature. Although, various schemes have been proposed -decision principles that lead to the selection of one or more actions as "best" according to the principle used -none is universally accepted [15] . Lindgren (1971) , French and Insua (2000) stated that ordering of available actions linearly, assigning "values" to each action according to its desirability is a frequentist principle. The minimax principle places a value on each action according to the worst that can happen with that action. For each action a, the maximum loss over the various possible states of nature:
is determined and provides an ordering among the possible actions [16] [17] . Taking the action a for which the maximum loss M(a) is a minimum lends itself to the name minimax.
MiniMax Principle
In decision theory it is a principle for decision-making by which, when presented with two various and conflicting strategies, one should, by the use of logic, determine and use the strategy that will minimize the maximum losses that could occur. This financial and business strategy strives to attain results that will cause the least amount of regret, should the strategy fail [18] [19].
Essentially, try to choose the least of losses if we have to take a decision, which might be bad.
MaxiMin Principle
In decision theory it is a pessimistic (conservative) decision making rule under conditions of uncertainty. It states that the decision maker should select the course of action whose worst (maximum) loss is better than the least (minimum) loss of all other courses of action possible in given circumstances. Also called maximin regret or minimax criterion [18] [19].
Essentially, try to choose the biggest of gains if we have to take a decision, which might be good.
PROPOSED WORK
The Telecom Database [8] from TRAI(Telecom Regulatory Authority of India) made available the Telecom Services Performance Indicators PDF files in quarterly mode. These PDF files are mainly reliant on the data from the telecom cellular operators (Service Providers) from variety of sources like subscription of data, revenue and usage financial data of telecom service sector, QoS of wireless, Wireline and Dial-up/Broadband services and performance of cable TV, DTH and broadcasting services.
Data for this study is collected from Annexure 4.1 i.e. Performance of QoS parameters for cellular mobile service. Four quarterly PDF files of annexure 4.1 are transformed in to parallel excel files. Each of these files has data related to 17 parameters, which are occurring as 17-tuples with qualifiers.
The List of parameters considered for QoS is as under: Table: 1 Parameters under Consideration A single Excel file is generated in a single pass on these files with a segregated data organization so that each parameter has its own contiguous columns of the four quarters and rows of the different operators spread across different States/Territories of India. Incomplete tuples are also recorded with NULL values in this pass. Filling up the empty cells is done using Relative Parmeter Quantification.
Relative Quantification Parametrization
Relative quantification refers to the estimation of the changes in steady state observations. This type of change can be assumed as a fixed percentage of the value of the neighbour without loss of generality. We wish to calibrate this by a parameter following Relative Parameter Quantification. This type of estimates have been successfully carried out in DNA & RNA (Deoxy Ribo Nucleic Acid and Ribo Nucleic Acid ) and other life-sciences related studies.
A comprehensive Scheme is furnished as Algorithm-A using this concept.
Algorithm -A: Single Scan File Generation
Input: Raw data is in Q 1 ,Q 2 ,Q 3 ,Q 4 A second pass on the output Excel file is done to cleanse the data using the MiniMax and MaxiMin procedures depending on the nature of each of the 17 parameters.
A filtering level at 75% of the MiniMax and 75% of MaxiMin cleaning method is taken in this case study. This completes the cleansing process. However, the filtering level 'α' can be made a variable and computation can be carried out quickly with different levels interactively if needed. A comprehensive procedure is given in Algorithm-B that uses available Excel-cell values to guess replacing value for NULL cell (for the MiniMax case). Algorithm-C is similar and not stated here.
Algorithm -B: Cleansing of Data based on MiniMax
Assumption: α is a variable global relative quantifier. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Random values based Test:
Monte Carlo simulation uses random numbers to generate a model. Using these even complex systems can be easily described [20] . All the above methods are compared with RPQM on the hypothetical data set. This technique is called as competitive evolution of models. The goal of this simulation is to choose the best method among above methods. Tables 2, 3 and 4 are used for minimum selection criteria, to take a better business decision. Table 5 and 6 are used for maximum selection criteria, to take a better business decision. From Tables 2 and 3 , it is observed that moving average and KNN method consider fewer values to filling in the missing value. Hence, the value should be always in between minimum and maximum value based on the boundary. Mean imputation method is data dependent and serves good when the missing values are few. Maximal method imputes the existing repeated value so the existed minimum value considered for business decision. It is found that the RPQM method gives or withdraws the support based on the business environment. After comparison of hypothetical data for parameter K (K=1, 2, 6, 7, 10, 11) from Tables 4 and 5 , the conclusion for Players 1 to 9 is that RPQM and other known methods have been found to be the same i.e. maximum value in the data set.
The method is applied on true data and the following are observed:
[ Please refer to the large tables made available for reference: https://www.dropbox.com/sh/ojwzjgdacwukzon/AADyyYW4zSrSRjMNFF1pwIrwa?dl=0 ]
The following conclusions have been arrived with the conformity of TRAI performance indicators Table- Customer satisfaction had been proven lower than expected according to the results acquired by the Network Availability and Customer Service Quality. This implies that telecom service providers in (United) AP India need to improve their efficiency and effectiveness in the provision of telecommunication services that need to meet customer expectation so that customer satisfaction may be enhanced.
From table 2 to 7, based on spot check validation criteria it is observed RPQM performed well than known methods in estimating the missing value whenever their minimum boundary value taken into consideration. Whereas the methods like MVG, KNN, Mean, Maximal and RPQM give similar result when the maximum boundary value is taken into consideration, because the entire methods pick up the maximum value as per the logic and all the results will be similar and a good business decision may not be possible to be taken based on such maximum criteria. This case study work helps the decision makers for developing preferences, minimizes risks and maximizes opportunities with less mathematical effort to make a business decision.
CONCLUSION
Missing values in data jeopardize the business decisions and the resulting imputation of missing data is a substantial problem. Inconsistent secondary data sources cause variations in data formats and storage. It is shown how such multiple sources can be used for data analysis through an example. In this paper, using the proposed Relative Parameter Quantification Method to estimate PVs as measures of performance compared with the other existing methods, it is found that the proposed method for the reorganization of data and imputation of data outperformed. This case study concludes this approach to estimate missing values may be adopted for any sort of data with missing values for a better quick business decision process with minimal computational cost.
